
True/False
1. We choose our partners for reasons we are largely 

unaware of, a process called "The Invisible Connection." 
2. We select a partner that has certain negative issues 

also seen in our parents in order to be just like them.
3. According to the author we fight with our partners 

because if we win we are retroactively, symbolically 
winning against our parents.
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Multiple Choice
4. Which of the following is NOT a characteristic or “jar” that forms the 

invisible connection in a relationship?
  A. Lack of affection   C. Availability
  B. Loss/abandonment  D. Sense of humor

5. According to the author the process by which two people are initially 
drawn together in a relationship is referred to as the

  A. Animal magnetism 	C. Invisible connection 
  B. Basic instinct   D. Hormonal expression

6. Underneath the formation of every long term romantic relationship is 
the issue of 

  A. Sex    C. Mastery
  B. Money    D. None of the above

7. The Invisible Connection indicates that the selection of a partner in a 
relationship is largely controlled by

  A. Unconscious factors  C. Mutual interests
  B. Financial need   D. Physical attraction

8. A woman who grew up with an alcoholic father who was often unavail-
able would likely recreate this dynamic by choosing a partner that

  A. Dotes on her    C. Travels frequently for work
 B. Loves long walks on the beach  D. None of the above

9. Psychologically we process thoughts, feelings and experiences by 
engaging in

  A. Emotional expression   C. Physical expression
  B. Verbal/cognitive expression  D. All of the above

10. The primary objective of Irritating the Ones You Love is to
  A. Draw attention to the “hidden,” or unconscious level of  

attraction in romantic relationships
  B. Promote psychoanalysis to help improve relationships
  C. Show that true love does not exist
  D. None of the above

11. Choose the correct statement about the “Three Jars” or character-
istics that guide us in our selection of potential partners

  A. Every individual has at least two or three core issues that 
were developed in adolescence

  B. The Jars are the result of parent’s own issues naturally 
filtering into their children

  C. The Jars create an unpredictable pattern of reactions
  D. The Jars are consciously created.

12. According to the author, at least how many “Jars” does each individual 
typically have?

  A. One   	C. Three 
  B. Two    D. Four

13. A person with a “control” Jar may be:
  A. Sensitive to being controlled   C. Both
  B. Controlling     	D. Neither

14. From a relationship standpoint, one of the most crucial elements of a 
happy, healthy, successful partnership is

  A. The ability to dominate the partner
  B. The ability of one partner to make all the important decisions
  C. The ability to understand and explain your own and your 

partner’s behavior
  D. The ability to win an argument.

15. Which of the following is an issue or dynamic that is unhealthy and 
should be avoided in a relationship?

  A. Persistent issues   C. Abusive issues
  B. Toxic issues   D. B and C

Please mark correct answer clearly and keep a copy for your records.
16. Which statement best describes the author’s view on relationships?

  A. One of the problems with the Invisible Connection is that it 
may lead us to a partner based on fantasy rather than reality.

  B. We should continue to maintain a relationship even if there 
are fundamental disagreements in values.

  C. A person’s basic nature or character can change over time.
  D. Love conquers all under any circumstances

17. The invisible connection causes an individual to 
  A. Choose a partner that has the characteristics they desire to 

begin with
  B. Choose a partner that has some fundamental 

characteristics they don’t want and get them to change
  C. Choose a partner they like at first sight
  D. Choose a partner who has the same characteristics they do

18. An important tool for avoiding or reducing the problems in a relation-
ship is to:

  A. Pause and think before speaking.
  B. Guard against reacting to situations based on intense emotion.
  C. Be your true self during the dating process.
  D. All of the above

19. A successful relationship
  A. Is one where the participants do not fight
  B. Is one where there are flare ups rather than blow ups in a 

disagreement
  C. Involves an individual successfully changing the nature of 

their partner
  D. Involves avoiding issues that raise conflict.

20. Which one of these displays of anger is most likely to allow for a 
constructive solution?

  A. Becoming silent and uncommunicative.
  B. Pounding one’s fist on the table and yelling.
  C. Stating one’s complaint in an angry tone of voice.
  D. Walking out of the room and slamming the door.

21. In an argument a participant focuses more on winning due to
  A. A deep seated need for mastery
  B. A need to convert their partner to their way of thinking
  C. Acting out revenge for a lifetime accumulation of frustrations
  D. All of the above

22. In a relationship
  A. People often mistake the degree of feelings they have for a 

person with their degree of compatibility with that person.
  B. It is highly unlikely for a person to feel intense and real 

feelings for someone with whom they are fundamentally 
incompatible.

  C. Our brains will constantly try to convince us that our feelings 
have nothing to do with our partner, and everything to do with 
our parents.

  D. We generally do not have a persistent need to prove to our 
partners the ways they are wrong or inadequate in other ways.

23. Becoming aware of your core areas of sensitivity, or “Jars,” is likely to:
  A. Be unbearably painful
  B. Make it more difficult to control your emotions
  C. Help you stop repeating certain mistakes in your 

relationship with your partner
  D. Make it more likely you will have childish tantrums

24. To improve your ability to choose a partner wisely, you should:
  A. Identify what you truly want and need in a partner, in areas 

such as interests, lifestyle, financial goals, and family 
orientation.

  B. Analyze your parents’ qualities and strive to find someone 
as much like them as possible.

  C. Pay attention to what you see in a potential partner and 
don’t minimize or disregard it.

  D. A and C
25. According to the author one simple tool that patients can use to iden-

tify and modify ineffective patterns of behavior in their relationships is
 A. Mindfulness meditation  C. The Room Transfer Technique
  B. Talk therapy   D. Silent reflection
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